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ᕼI ᘜᑌYᔕ!! IT’ᔕ ᗰᗴ ᗩᘜᗩIᑎ!! ᕼOᑭᗴ YOᑌ ᗩᖇᗴ 
ᗩᒪᒪ ᗯᗴᒪᒪ. 💛 

 
ᗴᒪIᘔᗩ!! IT’ᔕ ᔕO ᘜOOᗪ TO ᕼᗴᗩᖇ ᖴᖇOᗰ YOᑌ. 😃 
ᗩᗯᗯᗯ, I ᗰIᔕᔕ Oᑌᖇ ᗰIᔕᑕᕼIᗴᐯOᑌᔕ TIᗰᗴᔕ 

TOO - ᗩᗷᔕOᒪᑌTᗴᒪY ᑕᗩᑎᑎOT ᗯᗩIT TO 
ᖇᗴᑌᑎITᗴ ᗩᑎᗪ ᕼᗩᐯᗴ ᔕO ᗰᑌᑕᕼ ᗰOᖇᗴ ᖴᑌᑎ 

ᗩᘜᗩIᑎ (😜ooʇ ƃuıụɹɐǝl ǝɥʇ puɐ˙˙˙ɥǝʎ ɥo) 
ᗯᗴ ᗪIᗪ ᘜᗴT Oᑎ ᗴᗩᑕᕼ OTᕼᗴᖇᔕ ᑎᗴᖇᐯᗴᔕ 

ᗪIᗪᑎ’T ᗯᗴ ᒪOᒪ ᗷᑌT IT’ᔕ TIᗰᗴᔕ ᒪIKᗴ Tᕼᗴᔕᗴ 
TᕼᗩT ᗰᗩKᗴ ᑌᔕ ᗩᑭᑭᖇᗴᑕIᗩTᗴ ᗴᗩᑕᕼ OTᕼᗴᖇ 

ᗰOᖇᗴ. 
Iᑎᔕᕼᗩ ᗩᒪᒪᗩᕼ ᗯᗴ ᗯIᒪᒪ ᗪᗴᖴIᑎITᗴᒪY ᗩᒪᒪ 
ᗰᗴᗴT ᑌᑭ ᗯᕼᗴTᕼᗴᖇ TᕼᗩTᔕ ᗷᗴᖴOᖇᗴ Oᖇ 

ᗩᖴTᗴᖇ ᔕᗴᑭTᗴᗰᗷᗴᖇ. YOᑌ KᑎOᗯ I ᗩᒪᗯᗩYᔕ 
ᑕOᗰᗴ ᑌᑭ ᗯITᕼ ᔕOᗰᗴ ᑕᖇᗩᘔY ᑭᒪᗩᑎ 🤪 

 
ᗯᕼᗩT ᕼᗩᔕ ᗴᐯᗴᖇYOᑎᗴ ᗷᗴᗴᑎ ᑌᑭTO TᕼIᔕ 

ᗯᗴᗴK? 
 

Miss you all, from Ms. Munir  

Mehak was missing her friends so 
we decided to make paper chain 
dolls and paint them in rainbow 
colours. She also understood why 
everyone was putting rainbows in 
their windows so decided some of 
these dolls represented doctors and 
nurses. Have you put up your 



 

This is the painting I was telling you about last 
week. I thought I’d show you today as I’ve 
finished it now. I used a number of brush 
techniques to paint this.  I’ve named this 
painting – Steps leading into the secret garden – 
there’s a much more deeper meaning behind it 
but I’ll tell you that when we meet Insha Allah. 
Recommend me something else to paint? Or 
why don’t you paint something and show me by 
sending to the same email address on the top 
right. 

MEHAK                                  VS                MS MUNIR 

I can’t believe my life has been taken over by Ryan! You know…Ryan 
the youtuber from Ryan toys! Mehak is totally obsessed with his 
videos and games. She forced me to download the game Tag with 
Ryan on both the iPad and my phone so that we could compete 
against each other. I’m sorry to say I’m being beaten by a 4-year-old! 
Jokes aside it’s actually a good game and its free to download. Give it 
a try if you like. See if you can beat my score below – if you do, be sure 
to send me a picture on parentconnect@iqra.slough.sch.uk J 


